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Abstrat. Measurements of a variety of hadron speies in pp and Au+Au ollisions
at 200 GeV are presented and studied within the framework of hemial and loal
kineti equilibrium models. The extrated hemial and nal kineti freeze-out
temperatures and olletive ow veloities are disussed as funtion of entrality. The
results suggest that Au+Au ollisions of various entralities at RHIC always evolve
toward the same temperature at hemial freeze-out, followed by ooling and expansion
toward kineti freeze-out.
1. Introdution
It is predited that at suiently
, GeV/cTp
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Figure 1.
Identied partile spetra in 5% most entral
Au+Au events measured by the STAR experiment.
Blak solid lines show blast-wave t results for
harged pions, kaons and protons. Dashed
lines represent blast-wave predition for multi-
strange baryon spetra shapes based on freeze-out
parameters of pi, K, p. Red lines are blast-wave ts
for Ξ and Ω spetra.
high energy densities matter is no longer
onned to hadrons but exists in a
deonned state of quarks and gluons,
the quark-gluon plasma (QGP). This
new state of matter is expeted to
form in relativisti heavy ion ollisions
at RHIC. QGP signals may remain in
the bulk properties of the ollision at
nal state. For example, the nal
olletive transverse radial ow, due to its
umulative nature, ontains any olletive
ow generated at partoni stages, and
partile yield ratios may reet statistial
nature of the hadronization proess. We
present here measurements of a variety
of hadron speies (pi±, K±, K0
s
, K∗,
φ, p, p¯, Λ, Λ¯, Ξ, Ξ¯, Ω + Ω¯) in pp
and Au+Au ollisions at 200 GeV by
the STAR experiment, and a detailed
investigation of the nal hadroni state properties of suh ollisions in the framework of
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hemial and loal kineti equilibrium models.
2. Data Analysis
The STAR detetor is desribed in [1℄. The main detetor, Time Projetion Chamber
(TPC), traks harged partiles in a uniform magneti eld of 0.5T. pi±, K±, p, and p¯
are identied be ionization energy loss; K0
s
, K∗, φ, Λ, Λ¯, Ξ, Ξ¯, and Ω+ Ω¯ are identied
by their deay topology. Corretions for traking ineieny, detetor aeptane as
well as deay losses were applied. Pion spetra were orreted for weak deay feed-
down, muon ontamination and bakground pions; all other spetra inlude feed-down
from weak deays. Additional orretions for p+p spetra were applied to aount
for ineieny and false rate of the vertex nder. Minimum bias Au+Au events were
subdivided into entrality lasses based on measured number of harged partiles within
the pseudo-rapidity range |η| < 0.5.
Figure 1 shows omparison of the
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Figure 2.
Measured partile ratios (symbols) and statistial
model preditions (lines). Blue lines represent t
results based on pi, K and p data. Red lines show
results based on pi, K, p, Λ, Ξ, Ω and φ data.
spetra for dierent partile types in en-
tral Au+Au ollisions. Heavier parti-
les show strong attening of the spe-
tra, onsistent with radial ow resulting
from high pressure gradient in the rea-
tion zone. We t pi±, K±, p, and p¯
spetra with a hydrodynamially moti-
vated model with ommon ow veloity
(also known as 'Blast-wave' model) with
kineti freeze-out temperature Tkin and
mean ow veloity 〈β〉 as t parameters
[2℄. Fit results are shown in Figure 1,
demonstrating good desription of pi,K, p
spetra by suh a t (solid lines). Dashed
lines shown in Figure 1 illustrate that blast-wave model t to the ommon partile
spetra fails to reprodue spetra shape of rare partiles.
Blast-wave ts for rare partile spetra are shown as red lines in Figure 1. Extrated
values of Tkin and 〈β〉 are given in Table 1. It has been suggested [3℄ that multi-strange
baryons freeze-out earlier than the ommon partiles, possibly due to their smaller
interation ross-setion with the bulk of the ollision zone.
Integrated dN/dy values are extrated from the t. Ratios obtained from those
yields are tted within the framework of statistial model with 4 parameters: hemial
freeze-out temperature (Tch), baryon and strangeness hemial potentials (µB, µs), and
strangeness suppression fator (γs) [4℄. Points shown in Fig.2 represent measured STAR
data for the most entral events, blue lines are statistial model results based on t to
the pi, K, p measurements. The obtained values of t parameters are listed in Table
2 (rst olumn). As seen in the plot the relative abundanes of strange partiles are
underestimated. Results of statistial model t to all the ratios (data available are listed
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in the Table 3) are shown in red in Fig.2. The thus obtained values of Tch, µB, and µs
agree with the pi, K, p t results, while strangeness suppression fator is larger, giving
better desription of strangeness prodution. The results are given in the last olumn of
Table 2. On the other hand both ts fail to reprodue STAR resonane measurements,
whih may be due to resattering/regeneration eets after hemial freeze-out.
Open symbols in Fig.3 summarize the entrality dependene of freeze-out
parameters extrated from pi, K, p measurements: Tch ≈ 160 MeV and is independent
of entrality, Tkin dereases from ≈ 140 MeV (peripheral) to 90 MeV (entral) and
〈β〉 and γs inrease with entrality [5℄. The results suggest that Au+Au ollisions of
dierent initial onditions always evolve to the same hemial freeze-out ondition, and
then ool down further to a kineti freeze-out dependent of entrality. The expansion
of the system gives rise to olletive ow. Signiant drop in the temperature suggests
relatively long time duration between two freeze-outs, estimated to be at least 6 fm/c
for entral events [5℄.
It also appears that the hemial
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Figure 3.
Upper panel: hemial and kineti freeze-out
temperatures from pi, K, p data; kineti freeze-out
temperatures for Ξ, Ω, Λ and K∗ data separately.
Lower panel: Mean transverse ow veloity for pi,
K, p (blak), Ξ (red), Ω (green), Λ (blue), and K∗
(purple). The t results for pp data are shown at
dNch/dη ∼ 0.
freeze-out temperature from our t is
lose to the Lattie QCD predited [6℄
ritial temperature of Tc ≈ 170 MeV
(shown as a red line in Fig.3).
Figure 3 also shows the kineti freeze-
out parameters from blast-wave ts to
other partiles. The Ξ results of those
ts are shown as funtion of entrality
(red symbols); the t results of other
partiles are for entral ollisions. The
data, although with large unertainties,
seem to indiate sequential kineti freeze-
out of partiles: Ω and Ξ deouple from
the system right after hemial freeze-out,
followed by other partiles (Λ, K∗, pi, K,
p). Also it appears that the kineti freeze-
out of Ξ− and Ξ¯+ baryons oinide with
hemial freeze-out for all entralities.
It is therefore a tempting to onlude
that the 〈β〉 = 0.45 ± 0.1 c extrated
from Ξ− and Ξ¯+ spetra haraterize
radial ow at hemial freeze-out, whih
is possibly build up prior hadronization in
the earlier, probably partoni, stage of the ollision.
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3. Conlusions
In summary, STAR has measured a wide variety of hadron speies produed in 200 GeV
Au+Au ollisions. The data are studied within the framework of hemial and loal
kineti equilibrium models to investigate nal hadroni state properties of heavy ion
ollisions at RHIC. The major results of our study are:
• A hemial equilibrium model t to the ratios yields a Tch insensitive to entrality.
The estimated value of Tch ≈ 160 ± 6 MeV is lose to the QCD predited phase
transition temperature.
• Kineti freeze-out temperature of multi-strange baryons shows no sensitivity to
ollision entrality and oinides with hemial freeze-out temperature for all
entralities. The obtained ow veloity 〈β〉 = 0.45 ± 0.1 c may be onsidered
as that at hadronization.
• Blast wave model t to the transverse mass spetra of dierent partile speies
indiates likely sequential kineti freeze-out (Ω, Ξ,φ → Λ, pi,K,p,K∗) and allows to
estimate radial ow veloity at the hemial as well as kineti freeze-out.
• Kineti freeze-out parameters obtained from blast-wave ts of pi,K,p spetra are
orrelated with entrality: the more entral the ollision, the lower extrated
temperature and the higher olletive radial ow veloity. For the 5% most entral
ollisions, Tkin = 89 ± 10 MeV, 〈β〉 = 0.59 ± 0.05 c. The drop in temperature
from Tch to Tkin and the development of strong radial ow suggest a signiant
expansion and long duration from hemial to kineti freeze-out, estimated to be
at least 6 fm/c in entral ollisions.
The results seem to suggest the following piture at RHIC: Au+Au ollisions of
various entralities, despite dierent initial onditions, always evolve toward the same
hemial freeze-out temperature (or possibly hadronization); hemial freeze-out is
followed by ooling and expansion, and a sequential deoupling of partiles ditated
by their hadroni ross-setions: multi-strange baryons deouple at hemial freeze-out,
followed by other partiles deoupling at later times.
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Table 1. Blast-wave model t results for 5% most entral Au+Au ollision. Flow
prole parameter n is free parameter for pi, K, p t. The resulting value of n = 0.82
is xed for rare partile ts.
Partile Tkin (MeV) 〈β〉 (c)
pi, K, p 89± 10 0.59± 0.05
K∗ 75± 35 0.62± 0.05
Λ, Λ¯ 115± 20 0.54± 0.05
Ξ−, Ξ¯+ 161± 20 0.46± 0.10
Ω, Ω¯ 179± 60 0.45± 0.10
Table 2. Chemial freeze-out parameters from statistial model ts to the partile
ratios measured by STAR in entral Au+Au ollision.
Parameters pi,K,p ratios t pi,K,p,Λ,φ,Ξ,Ω ratios t
Tch (MeV) 157± 6 160± 5
µB (MeV) 22± 4 24± 4
µs (MeV) 3.8± 2.6 1.4± 1.6
γs 0.86± 0.11 0.99± 0.07
Table 3. Partile ratios (errors are systemati) and statistial model t results for 5%
most entral Au+Au ollision. Ratios from the bottom portion of the table were not
inluded in t.
Ratio STAR data Model predition
pi−/pi+ 1.01± 0.02 1.00
K−/K+ 0.96± 0.03 0.93
p¯/p 0.77± 0.04 0.77
K−/pi− 0.15± 0.02 0.17
p¯/pi− 0.082± 0.009 0.091
Λ/pi− 0.054± 0.006 0.052
Λ¯/pi− 0.041± 0.005 0.043
Ξ−/pi− 7.8 · 10−3 ± 10−3 6.0 · 10−3
Ξ¯+/pi− 6.3 · 10−3 ± 8 · 10−4 5.5 · 10−3
Ω/pi− 9.5 · 10−4 ± 10−4 10.1 · 10−4
Ω¯/Ω 1.01± 0.08 0.95
∆(1232)/p 0.24± 0.04 0.12
φ/K− 0.12± 0.03 0.14
K∗0/K
− 0.205± 0.033 0.329
Λ(1520)/Λ 0.033± 0.017 0.061
